FORMATTING AND PAGE LIMITATIONS

For all sections:
§ Use a minimum font size of 11 in Arial or Times New Roman font.
§ Use a minimum margin setting of 0.5 inches.
§ All sections should be double spaced, except the Reference section and biographical sketches, which may be single spaced.

Biographical Sketch (NIH) and Career Plan:
§ Narrative format.

Page Limit
§ The total page limit for all materials including all letters of nomination and support is 7 pages, not including biographical sketches or references page. Page limit restrictions on individual sections should be applied as above. No appendix materials are to be submitted.

PLEASE NOTE: APPLICATIONS WHICH DO NOT FOLLOW THE PAGE LIMIT AND FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS ABOVE WILL BE EITHER DISQUALIFIED OR TRUNCATED AT THE SOLE DISCRETION OF THE ASNR AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE ASNR.
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Submission Instructions

♦ Submission Deadline is 9:00 AM Central Standard Time (CST), Monday, September 11, 2023

♦ Applications must be submitted via SurveyMonkey Apply at (https://asnr.smapply.io)
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